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Abstract
A dynamic hybrid architecture is designed for electrocardiogram (ECG) data anal-
ysis, combining the fuzzy with the connectionist approach. The data abstraction is
performed by a layer of Radial Basis Function (RBF) units and the upcoming classi-
fication is carried out by a classical two-layer feedforward neural network. The role of
the RBF parameters is investigated, by using dierent strategies in designing, initializ-
ing, and training the RBF pre-processing layer. Generally a more detailed description of
the input space by means of a larger number of RBF units does not grant dramatic
improvements. An untrained RBF layer allows a compact meaningful description of the
input space with performance slightly worse than those of a multilayer feedforward
neural network. Other structures with trainable RBF parameters show only a slight
improvement of the performance while potentially loosing the interpretability of the
RBF layer. The proposed architecture is tested on a real problem in the medical field:
the diagnostic classification of ECGs. Several experiments are performed, changing
architecture, training strategy, and initial conditions, in order to point out their influ-
ence on the overall performance. For the evaluation a large clinically validated ECG
database is employed. Some particular configurations have shown a significant im-
provement with respect to classical methodologies such as statistical classifiers. Ó 1999
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1. Introduction
1.1. The data analysis process
With the increasing availability of very large databases, the particular
problem of classification of high dimensional input spaces has gained interest
during the last years [1–3]. The redundancy present in such high dimensional
input spaces can quite often prevent a general classification algorithm from
being successfully applied. Consequently there has been the tendency to de-
velop classification algorithms able to cope with large amount of data and at
the same time to design appropriate pre-processing techniques to reduce the
input space dimensionality while preserving most information (data abstrac-
tion). In general every data analysis process can be characterized by two main
steps: data abstraction and classification (Fig. 1(a)).
The fuzzy set theory from its beginning has revealed itself to be a powerful
tool, in addition to the treatment and propagation of uncertainty, for the
linguistic description of the input feature space [4]. This methodology is then
appropriate both for the data abstraction and for the classification task. It has
been applied in many fields, including the one described in this paper [5], and
the set of rules given by an expert, which is generally required in real problems,
represents the bottle-neck of this knowledge-based approach.
In order to overcome the diculties of the knowledge formalization and ac-
quisition, indirect learning methods have been investigated during the last years.
The connectionist approach for example has been successfully used and it has
expressed its better potentiality in pattern recognition problems and in particular
fields with large databases [1]. The positive results however have to cope with the
fact that the black-box model of artificial neural networks does not allow a clear
explanation of the decision process. For this reason, several attempts have been
made to combine the two approaches in a neuro-fuzzy architecture [6].
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the properties of a neuro-
fuzzy architecture, where a pre-processing simulate the expert’s data abstrac-
tion and a neural network the expert’s reasoning, with respect to the automatic
diagnostic classification of electrocardiograms (ECG). The ‘‘complexity’’ of the
considered medical application represents a significant test of the neuro-fuzzy
method with a real problem. In fact many attempts have been performed to
computerize the diagnostic classification of the ECG, and the research in this
field is still active ranging from standardization to methodological aspects of
the classification problem. In this paper architectural constraints, training
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configurations, and initial conditions are investigated to evaluate the charac-
teristics and the behavior of the proposed neuro-fuzzy system.
1.2. RBF pre-processing and neural classifier
The data analysis process considered in this paper is then characterized by
two steps: the data abstraction and the classification block (Fig. 1(a)). The first
Fig. 1. (a) Data analysis, (b) Hybrid architecture.
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task is performed by a fuzzy pre-processing phase, where a linguistic descrip-
tion of the input patterns ~x  fx1; . . . ; xng is performed, that is each input
parameter xj is represented by means of a set of membership functions related
to the output classes. The classification block is performed by a feed-forward,
fully connected, neural structure which analyzes such linguistic description of
the input space (Fig. 1(b)).
In order to save the self-learning feature of the connectionist approach
and to develop the two data analysis steps into the same framework, con-
tinuous and dierentiable fuzzy functions, Gaussian shaped membership
functions or Radial Basis Functions (RBF), have been used for the ab-
straction step. Several RBF neural networks employing locally-tuned and
overlapping receptive fields are available in literature [7,8], and a functional
equivalence between RBF networks and fuzzy inference systems has been
established [9].
For each input parameter xj a number m of RBF units are introduced with
activation function as in Eq. (1), where lhj and r
h
j , respectively, are the central
value and the dispersion factor of the bell shaped function h along the input
dimension j. The set up values of lhj and r
h
j can be derived from the statistic of
the training set, for example as the estimated mean and standard deviation of a
cluster h on the dimension j of the input space. In this case the output value of
RBF unit h represents the membership degree, that is the linguistic value, of the
input parameter xj to the input cluster h. The membership degrees of xj to all
the considered input clusters through the m RBF units produce a description of
xj and feed the upcoming neural network.
RBFhxj  exp ÿ
xj ÿ lhj 2
2rhj 2
 !
; h  1; . . . ;m: 1
The number m of RBF units per input parameter and their initialization
play a fundamental role in the input space representation as well as in the final
performance.
The resulting architecture (Fig. 1(b)) is finally considered as in the same
connectionist framework and the Back Propagation (BP) algorithm is appro-
priately modified to allow the training of both the RBF and the sigmoidal parts
[10]. The Root Mean Squared error (RMS) is chosen as error function. Two
independent learning rates g1 and g2 are introduced to update respectively the
network weights and the RBF parameters along the descent gradient direction,
as in Eqs. (2) and (3), where il is the unit index inside layer l, jk the unit
index inside layer k, and wil;jk the weight connecting units il in layer l and
jk in layer k.
Dwil;jlÿ1  ÿg1
oRMS
owil;jlÿ1
; 2
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Dlil  ÿg2
oRMS
olil
; Dril  ÿg2
oRMS
oril
: 3
The two learning rates are designed to be adaptive, to cope with the local
minima problem. At the beginning g1 and g2 are set to be equal. If the error
function RMS oscillates, they are reduced to half of their previous values. First
g2 is reduced. g1 is reduced only in case the error oscillations persist after the
reduction of g2.
A pruning technique is also applied in order to reduce the system dimension
and to improve its generalization capability.
2. The ECG classification as an application
2.1. The ECG classification task
In order to validate the proposed approach, a ‘‘complex’’ problem as the
automatic classification of the ECG signal is used. This is one of the most
important medical diagnostic topics, since it allows to diagnose and prevent
cardiac diseases, often connected to sudden death, using a non invasive tech-
nique as the ECG. The medical knowledge is not very deterministically
structured, since the same signs can point out very dierent pathologies in
dierent contexts or a slight change in the data can mean a serious change in
the patient state. Because of that any medical problem needs a very careful data
description to save the whole signal information.
A rest ECG signal is composed by 12 standard leads acquired at 500
samples/second for 10 s, for a total of 60,000 samples. It is basically im-
possible to apply any classification method directly to the ECG samples,
because of the large amount and the high dimension of the examples neces-
sary to describe such a big variety of clinical situations. This fact has de-
termined the use of classical pattern recognition techniques in combination
with a data abstraction stage, having the double goal of reducing the data
dimension and saving as much information as possible. A set of algorithms
from signal conditioning to measurements of average wave amplitudes, du-
rations, and areas, is usually adopted to perform a quantitative description of
the signal and a parameter extraction [11]. On this set of extracted ECG
parameters, several techniques for medical diagnostic classification are then
applied, such as probabilistic approaches, heuristic models, and knowledge-
based systems [12]. In the last years the connectionist approach was also
applied with satisfactory results [13,14].
The most commonly investigated ECG diagnostic classes, which can be
confirmed by clinical data, refer to chronic diseases as Left Ventricular Hy-
pertrophy (LVH), Right Ventricular Hypertrophy (RVH), Bilateral Ventricular
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Hypertrophy (BVH), Inferior Myocardial Infarction (IMI), Anterior Myocardial
Infarction (AMI), and Mixed Myocardial Infarction (MIX), besides of course
the normal status.
2.2. The ECG database
In order to have a significant validation procedure, a large database de-
veloped at the department of Medical Informatics of the University of Leuven
and already tested with other classical classification methods is used [15,16].
The database consists of 3266 12 lead rest ECG, 2158 males and 1108 fe-
males. It is validated by independent ECG clinical data. The seven diagnostic
classes described in Section 2.1 are taken into account. A random set of 2446
patients is selected for the learning phase, and the remaining 820 cases are used
for testing. Each ECG signal is characterized by 540 primary measurements (45
per 12 leads) obtained by a computerized ECG program [11]. A first reduced
data set of 166 parameters is established according to a clinical selection. From
this subset a second selection of the most statistically significant parameters
regarding the seven diagnostic classes is determined considering 39 parameters.
Finally the reduced subset of 39 ECG features is used for this study, consid-
ering their clinical relevance and the dimension of the resulting classification
system.
The same database was already used to establish the performance of the
linear and the logistic discriminant analysis [16–18], and of the connectionist
approach [19,13].
3. Hybrid structures for ECG analysis
3.1. 1 to 1-RBF architecture
Because of the biological origin of the data, it is not easy to define a priori
the boundaries between normal and pathological patterns in the input space.
Quite often value ranges of dierent diagnostic classes overlap for the same
input parameter xj. Only the concurrence of several m RBF membership de-
grees, each representing an input cluster along dimension j, can clarify ambi-
guities and solve contradictions.
It is clear that the number m of RBF units per input parameter xj and the
definition of the corresponding m input clusters influence the system’s final
performance. We could think that a very fine granulation of the input space
would lead to the best results. Indeed with a careful representation of
the dierent diagnostic classes, systems with a lower number of RBF units
and consequently with a less complex architecture can reach comparable
results.
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In a first instance it is possible to fuzzy describe each input parameter xj by
means of only one RBF unit (m  1, h  1). The critical point of this ap-
proach is the choice of the appropriate RBF parameters. In chronic cardiac
diseases pathological classes can be interpreted as a strong or light deviation
of some ECG measures from the normal class. In Fig. 2(a) the statistical
distributions of the ECG average R wave amplitude in lead V1 for normal,
BVH, AMI, and MIX class are reported. In this case a RBF centered around
the mean value of the normal class, but using a bigger variance, yields a
suciently accurate description of the discriminant power of the R amplitude
measure among the clusters (normal, BVH), (AMI, MIX), and (RVH, LVH,
IMI) where the RBF value is zero. In Fig. 2(b) a more complicated situation
is reported. As we can see from the statistical distributions of the output
classes the discriminative power of the T wave amplitude on the aVF ECG
lead is definitely reduced in comparison with that of the R peak. However
also in this case a suciently accurate description of the three statistical
clusters can be recovered by using a RBF centered around the mean value of
the normal class and with variance defined as a multiple of the variance of the
normal class distribution. The concurrence of all the m RBF descriptions of
the input pattern ~x  fx1; . . . ; xng might allow to attribute a final diagnostic
class to input pattern ~x.
Based on the interpretation of the pathological diagnostic ECG classes as a
deviation from the normal class, a hybrid architecture is defined, having 39
RBF units, each connected to only one of the 39 input parameters and covering
the normal class on this particular dimension of the input space (1 to 1-RBF
structure, Fig. 3). The statistics of the normal diagnostic class on input di-
mension j is estimated from the training set and its parameters are employed
for the computation of the l1j and r
1
j parameters of the RBF unit describing
input feature j. l1j is set to the normal class mean value of parameter xj, while r
1
j
is set first to the variance of the normal class and to the double of this value in a
second experiment, to test the related representation power.
Fig. 2. RBF description of the average (a) R amplitude in lead V1, (b) T amplitude in lead aVF.
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3.2. 1 to d-RBF architecture
A more detailed description of the input space can be obtained by repre-
senting each one of the d output classes along every input dimension j (m  d).
Every input parameter xj is pre-processed by d RBF units covering the d output
classes. If n is the input space dimension, a layer of d  n RBF units is intro-
duced as pre-processing stage. This leads to a more complicate architecture (1
to d-RBF structure), shown in Fig. 4. The lhj and r
h
j , for h  1; . . . ; d, RBF
parameters are derived from the statistics of the output classes on dimension j
in the training set.
The description of the input pattern is then produced as the vector of
membership-degrees of each input parameter to every output class. In a crisp
environment that would give 1 for the output class, to which the input pattern
belongs, and 0 for all the other classes. Such a detailed description of the input
space produced by the RBF layer might simplify the task of the upcoming
Fig. 3. 1 to 1-RBF architecture.
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neural network, but it can also be that such description of the input patterns is
redundant, just repeating d times the same information for each input
parameter. In this last occurrence the 1 to d-RBF system’s performance should
not dier too much from the 1 to 1-RBF network performance. In this paper
an evaluation of the advantages, that may come from a more detailed
representation of the input space, is performed, in terms of performances and
complexity of the system’s structure.
3.3. Reference neural network
The reference of the performance quality is assessed by a three layer, feed-
forward, fully connected neural network (Ref), having only sigmoidal activa-
tion functions, and trained with Back Propagation algorithm. The network has
39 input units, as many input parameters, and seven output units, as many
output classes. For the training process an adaptive learning rate g is chosen,
with initial value of 0.001.
3.4. Pruning
Given the high number of free parameters, particularly in the 1 to d-RBF
architecture, the redundant initial structure is eventually reduced by means of a
Fig. 4. 1 to d-RBF architecture.
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pruning algorithm. That should also improve its generalization capability.
Several pruning techniques are reported in literature [20]. We chose to add a
penalty term, as k
P
il;jk wil;jk
 2 to the error function RMS [20], in order to
lead the network to a configuration with small weights. wil;jk are the elements
of the weight matrix and k is set to 0.001. After the learning, a threshold t is
applied to erase those weights being jwil;jkj < t. If all the weights reaching a
node or leaving a node are pruned, the node itself is pruned too. Several
pruning thresholds t are applied. The best performances are obtained with t set
to 0.1 for 1 to 1-RBF systems and to 0.01 for 1 to d-RBF systems.
3.5. Classification strategies
After the RBF parameters are defined a priori based on the training set
statistics, the Perceptron is trained. The output nodes assume values in the
range ÿ1;1, where the maximum value corresponds to the presence of the
class, whereas the minimum value to its absence. The diagnostic ECG classi-
fication in real cases requires the ability to cope with multiple diagnoses. For
this purpose, dierent classification strategies are implemented, in order to
cope with the dierent aspects of the ECG classification task:
(a) All the output nodes with a positive outcome are considered valid classes
for the input pattern.
(b) Same strategy as in (a), but if all outcomes are negative, the normal class
is chosen.
(c) Same strategy as in (a), but if all outcomes are negative, the highest out-
put is considered.
(d) The max rule is always followed, that is the class corresponding to the
highest output value is considered as the outcome of the classifier.
3.6. Training strategies
Both the designed hybrid systems, with the a priori RBF parameters, present
the advantage of a more clear description of the input space with respect to a
simple multilayer feedforward neural network. On the other side such a priori
definition of the pre-processing stage can also be inadequate for describing all
the clinical situations related with a given output class. It is possible that the
’’expert knowledge’’ translated into the RBF layer covers the majority of the
input patterns, but leaves out some borderline cases.
Taking the risk of loosing the interpretability of the RBF layer, the training
procedure is extended to the RBF parameters and to the weights between the
input pattern and the RBF units (input weights) as well, by using Eqs. (2) and
(3). The initial values of the RBF parameters are still derived from the statistics
of the training set and the initial values of the input weights are set to 1. The
following training configurations are then considered:
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1. RBF parameters and input weights are untrainable (tr: ÿ);
2. RBF parameters are untrainable and input weights are trainable (tr: ÿinp.
w.);
3. RBF parameters are trainable and input weights are untrainable (tr: RBFÿ);
4. both RBF parameters and input weights are trainable (tr: RBF+inp. w.).
In Fig. 5 the new RBF membership function in a 1 to 1-RBF architecture is
drawn with respect to the transformed input parameter on the x-axis and after
the application of each one of the described training condition, considering the
ST amplitude measured on the aVR ECG lead as input feature. The initial l1j
value is set to the mean value and the initial r1j to the double value of the
standard deviation of the normal class of the considered input feature in the
training set.
The shape of the initial RBF membership function is reported in Fig. 5(a)
together with the estimated Gaussian distributions of the output classes on
the training set for the ST measure on the aVR ECG lead. On the x-axis the
relative positions of the dierent output classes are shown. The RBF pa-
rameter training moves the initial membership-function onto a new RBF
(Fig. 5(b)) in the same input space (the positions of the output classes on the
x-axis did not change). Such transformation depends on the initial conditions
of the weights and of the RBF parameters. The new RBF may not present
anymore such a clear description of the output classes. The training of the
input weights linearly transforms the original input space into a new input
space more suitable to be pre-processed by the upcoming RBF layer (the
positions of the output classes on the x-axis slightly changed in Fig. 5(c)),
while the RBF is unchanged. In this case the initial RBF produced a quite
good input space representation and the network changed just slightly the
input space organization. The combination of the two learning processes (tr:
RBF+inp.w.) allows a higher number of free parameters to be trained and
such a lack of constraints produces a big transformation of both the input
space and the corresponding RBF membership functions (Fig. 5(d)). But in
this case too the interpretability of the RBF after training is not guaranteed
anymore.
4. Results
4.1. Evaluation
Some experiments have been performed, in order to verify the influence of
the training and classification strategies on the global performance of each
architecture. The evaluation process has been performed considering the error
rate in the classification of the dierent diagnostic classes. That is achieved by
calculating two appropriate indices, usually employed in medical fields.
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Given Ni the number of patterns in class i, nik the number of events in class i
attributed to class k, the parameters sensitivity and specificity of class i are
defined as in Eq. (4). Their average values across diagnostic classes are the
indices used for the evaluation of the ECG classifier.
specificityi  nii
Ni
; sensitivityi 
Xm
k1;k 6i
nik
Ni
: 4
The accuracy of any automatic diagnostic classifier is influenced by the
composition of the learning and test set, and this point is crucial for comparing
the results of dierent methodologies or dierent research groups. For this
reason, the results of a classical statistical approach, the logistic discriminant
analysis [15], obtained for the same database, can be considered as reference
point: 62.7% mean sensitivity and 94.8% mean specificity across output classes.
The initial values of the learning rates for the sigmoidal units (g1) and for the
RBF units (g2) are set to be 0.001 in the 1 to 1-RBF and 0.0001 in 1 to d-RBF
architecture. In a first instance the initial values of the RBF parameters are
computed from the statistics of the training set. In the 1 to 1-RBF architecture
the RBF unit on dimension j starts with the mean value as the average value
and the variance as the standard deviation of the normal class on parameter xj.
In the 1 to d-RBF architecture the initial mean and variance of each RBF unit
are set as the average value and the standard deviation of class k on parameter
xj. Later dierent variance values will be evaluated.
In Tables 1 and 2 the average sensitivity and specificity of the four dierent
classification strategies (a, b, c, and d) are reported respectively for the 1 to
1-RBF and the 1 to d-RBF architecture, considering the four training condi-
tions defined in Section 3.6. As we can see strategy ‘‘d’’ always obtains the best
classification performance, producing the highest sensitivity and specificity
values with both the 1 to 1-RBF and the 1 to d-RBF architectures (Tables 1
and 2). Based on these values, in the following tables only the results from
classification strategy ‘‘d’’ will be reported. As it is not surprising the training of
the RBF parameters generally increases the final performance of the 1 to
Table 1
1 to 1-RBF performance with dierent classification strategy
Strategy a b c d
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
tr: - - 48 96 54 92 59 93 59 93
tr: RBF - 55 96 59 93 65 94 66 94
tr: - inp.w. 48 96 54 92 61 94 61 94
tr: RBF inp.w. 51 96 55 92 60 93 65 94
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1-RBF system. The same eect, but smaller, because of the more detailed input
space abstraction, is observed for the 1 to d-RBF structure.
In order to see how the system’s performance evolves with the progression
of the learning procedure, Fig. 6 shows the ROC curves of the 1 to d-RBF
system, when the input weights are trained (tr: -inp.w.), at several learning
stages, from RMS  6000 to RMS  3000. The average sensitivity and speci-
ficity across output classes are reported respectively on the x and y axis and are
obtained by varying the threshold value in strategy classification ‘‘a’’ between
ÿ1 to +1. The best sensitivity-specificity curve is obtained for RMS  5000.
Further training does not produce significant improvement of the system’s
Fig. 6. ROC curves obtained by 1 to d-RBF system for several learning levels.
Table 2
1 to d-RBF performance with dierent classification strategy
Strategy a b c d
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
tr: - - 49 96 57 92 63 93 64 93
tr: RBF - 55 96 59 93 63 94 66 94
tr: - inp.w. 50 96 54 92 60 94 63 94
tr: RBF inp.w. 54 96 62 92 66 93 66 94
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performance, as we can see in Fig. 6. Even more, training the system beyond
RMS  5000 and using anyone of the other classification strategies (‘‘b’’, ‘‘c’’,
and ‘‘d’’) leads in general to a much worse performance.
4.2. Pruning eect
It is possible though that the systems’ performance increases after pruning,
because of the supposedly improved generalization capability of the network.
Some experiments have been performed to evaluate the eects and the strength
of the pruning procedure, varying the threshold t on the weights to be pruned
(Section 3.6) [20]. In Table 3 the average sensitivity and specificity are reported,
concerning the pruned 1 to 1-RBF and Ref architectures and for dierent
values of the pruning threshold t in 0; 0:3. The same kind of results is reported
in Table 4 concerning the 1 to d-RBF architecture for pruning threshold
varying between 0 and 0:05. All the pruning results refer to classification
strategy ‘‘d’’. In Tables 5 and 6 the corresponding percentages of pruned
weights and nodes are reported.
The pruning procedure improves the classification performance of both the
evaluated hybrid systems – as we can see comparing the results of Tables 1 and
3, and Tables 2 and 4 of at least a 10%. On the opposite the reference network’s
Table 3
Pruning eect on 1 to 1-RBF and Ref
Threshold 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
tr: - - 59 93 59 93 59 93 55 92
tr: RBF - 66 94 65 94 64 94 61 93
tr: - inp.w. 61 94 61 93 60 93 59 93
tr: RBF inp.w. 65 94 63 94 60 93 49 91
Ref 67 94 68 95 66 94 62 94
Table 4
Pruning eect on 1 to d-RBF
Threshold 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
tr: - - 63 94 63 94 63 94 63 94
tr: RBF - 66 94 66 94 61 93 57 93
tr: - inp.w. 63 94 63 94 63 94 63 94
tr: RBF inp.w. 65 94 67 94 61 94 60 93
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performance benefits only a little of the generalization improvement produced
by pruning (Table 3, last row).
A heavy pruning though does not help. Already with a pruning threshold
t  0:1 at least the 20% of the weights is pruned away in the 1 to 1-RBF
network and the corresponding performance does not increase (Table 3). That
shows that the 1 to 1-RBF system is not heavily over-dimensioned and that
only a maximum 6% of the weights belongs to useless or over-specialized de-
cisional paths. That is the reason of the fast decreasing performance of pruned
system with the increasing of the pruning threshold t.
Still the best performance is obtained after training the RBF parameters (tr:
RBF-, tr: RBF+inp.w. in Table 3). Despite the not detailed input space
description the performance of the 1 to 1-RBF network is already comparable
with those of the reference network (Ref), that with pruning the 35% of its
weights reaches a 68% sensitivity and a 95% specificity.
Even smaller values are reached during training by the weights of the useless
or over-specialized paths in the 1 to d-RBF network. In this case much smaller
pruning thresholds t 2 0:01; 0:05 allow a stronger pruning of weights and
nodes of the structure. Given the high number of free parameters, the redun-
dancy in this architecture is much bigger, but a 37% pruning of weights allows
Table 5
Pruned nodes and weights in 1 to 1-RBF and Ref
Threshold 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
tr: - - 2 0 20 0 37 0 51 1
tr: RBF - 2 0 22 0 40 0 54 2
tr: - inp.w. 4 0 37 2 59 17 70 27
tr: RBF
inp.w.
6 6 45 22 57 22 67 26
Ref 0 0 35 8 54 10 74 24
Table 6
Pruned nodes and weights in 1 to d-RBF
Threshold 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.05
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
Weights
%
Nodes
%
tr: - - 0 0 3 0 6 0 14 0
tr: RBF - 0 0 4 0 8 0 21 0
tr: - inp.w. 0 0 34 18 70 26 82 31
tr: RBF
inp.w.
0 0 37 24 71 31 81 36
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only an improvement up to 67% of the sensitivity. That is only a 2% more than
what the 1 to 1-RBF structure achieves, with the disadvantage of a much
longer and complicated training procedure. Finally the training of the input
weights permits the definition of a low number of ecient decisional paths
inside the network and consequently the removal of several units during
pruning, as we can see in Tables 4 and 6.
4.3. Influence of the initial shape of the RBF units
The influence of the initial values of r in the RBF units is also investigated.
Large initial values of r prevent saturation of the RBF units; but too large r
may damage the fuzzy pre-processing, since in this case even untrained RBF
memebership functions may no longer be able to characterize the input pa-
rameters in a meaningful way and loose their original goal.
To visualize the convergence properties of the learning process, the plots of
RMS error of the fully trained 1 to 1-RBF architecture (tr: RBF+inp.w.)
during the training process is reported in Fig. 7, according to dierent initial
values of r (1*std, 2*std, 3*std, and 4*std, where std indicates the standard
deviation of the normal class distribution along each dimension in the training
set). RMS plots, obtained from dierent training conditions, show the same
behavior [21]. The learning at the beginning is faster in systems having larger
value of r in the RBF units, such as 2*std; but it eventually goes on only for r
Fig. 7. RMS plot for 1 to 1-RBF, tr: RBF,inp.w..
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initial value as 1*std. The evaluated hybrid structures get slower and slower in
learning when larger initial RBF r values are applied. When both RBF units
and input weights are trained, oscillations in the error functions can arise,
because of the high number of local minima (Fig. 7, curve 4*std).
Finally, in Table 7 the average sensitivity and specificity of the 1 to 1-RBF
and 1 to d-RBF architectures, with r initial value set to 1*std and 2*std are
reported relatively to the four training conditions and after the pruning is
applied (t  0:01 for 1 to 1-RBF and 1 to d-RBF). The 1 to d-RBF shows
always slightly better performance than the 1 to 1-RBF architecture with both
r initial value 1*std and 2*std. In general not a dramatic change in the per-
formance is observed, if starting with r initial value 1*std or to 2*std. The
produced results are comparable with the ref network. Some particular con-
figurations show significant improvements of the mean sensitivity with respect
to the classical statistical classifier [15,16].
5. Conclusions
In this paper the design of a dynamic hybrid architecture, combining the
RBF with the connectionist approach, has been studied. Several architectural
constraints, training configurations, and initial conditions have been consid-
ered, to investigate the characteristics and the behavior of the proposed neuro-
fuzzy system. The designed hybrid system is tested against the ‘‘complex’’
problem of the automatic diagnostic classification of the ECG signal. A large
and clinically validated ECG database of 3266 patients is adopted.
Two main design strategies are developed: (1) one RBF unit describes each
input parameter; (2) many RBF units as many output classes are used for the
description of each input parameter. Both architectures allow on one side a
better interpretation of the network results, if the RBF parameters are not
trained, and oer comparable results with those obtained by a Perceptron.
RBF parameters can then be trained or left untrained. In the first case the final
Table 7
Results with original and double std as initial r for 1 to 1-RBF (S) and 1 to d-RBF (M)
System 1 to 1 1 to d
r 1*std 2*std 1*std 2*std
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
Sens.
%
Spec.
%
tr: - - 59 93 59 93 64 94 68 94
tr: RBF - 65 94 64 94 66 94 65 94
tr: - inp.w. 61 93 62 94 63 94 63 94
tr: RBF inp.w. 65 94 61 94 67 94 66 94
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performance improve, but the interpretability of the final results is no more
guaranteed. If the RBF parameters are kept fixed worse performance are
generally observed. Using only one RBF unit to pre-process each input pa-
rameter does not dramatically decrease the system’s performance and yields an
easier interpretation of the input space. On the opposite the introduction of
several RBF units for the pre-processing of each input parameter makes the
system architecture much more complex, the learning process more dicult,
the interpretation of the input space too detailed, which are not worth the
improvement in terms of performance. The produced results are comparable
with those from classical methodologies such as the statistical classifier, with
significant improvements of the mean sensitivity in some particular configu-
rations.
With respect to the reference network, the main advantage of the proposed
hybrid architectures is the possibility to improve the transparency of the
classification task, that is a crucial point in the medical field. If an adequate set
of constraints is defined on the RBF parameters to force them to be localized,
the hybrid structures could become easily interpretable, because, as some ex-
periments have shown, the fuzzy pre-processing technique is a valid tool for
explanation or justification purposes [22].
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